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About This Game

You are a Soviet Bear and you’ve decided laundry a Brick!
For us, Humans it is obvious than this idea threatensthis and it’s better not to try do it.

But how unhappy Bear will know it?
Well, he still has to learn what will be if to try Wash a Brick…

That what hasn’t killed us, will make us stronger…

This game is 50% Horror and 49% Runner + 1% Action.

There is six levels in this game.
1. Introduction.

2. The stair.
3. The labyrinth.
4. The corridor.

5. The space.
6. The rocket jump.

Plus 2 more bonus levels!
If necessary, in this game there are cheat codes for quick passage.

And the main feature of the game, a large and complex labyrinth (Level 3).
This labyrinth is two-story!

Try to find a way out!
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In the game you can get 8 Achievements!

Go! Let's Wash Your Bricks!
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Publisher:
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Think of this games as a lackluster Serious Sam. It has the same feel as a Serious Sam game, things just don't come together as
smoothly as they do with Sam. I would give this rating a "neutral" if possible, a "yes" if you really enjoy Serious Sam - type
FPS, and a "no" if you like higher quality shooters a la Crysis, Far Cry, Bio Shock, etc.

Considering this was a one man job and I can't say that it wasn't enjoyable. I would ultimately recommend buying this game
when it's on sale.. This game is an absolute blast. It is fun, easy to pick up, but also extremely difficult to master. Have only been
through the first two zones and looking forward to seeing what else will be unlocked!. While it is not a Streets of Rage and has
some flaws It is a great game for a City of Rott fans. You just shouldn't expect much and accept the fact that game was made by
an artist and not by a professional developer.

pros:
Great art style
Amazing soundtrack
Lots of gore

cons:
Bad collision detection
Unintuitive and clunky controls. DO NOT BUY THIS RIPP OFF!
As someone pointed out in a comment, this is a publish of some assets in the unity store: 
https:\/\/assetstore.unity.com\/packages\/templates\/idle-clicker-business-tycoon-simulation-94393.

This game has barely any content and is not functional.

Cons:
- Played for one minute, can't figure out how to turn off the sound in-game :(...
- After tabbing out and putting it off manually I tabbed back and found the resolution changed, weird, but I can deal with that.
- Bought a manager, but nothing happened, had to activate the product again before the manager did his thing.
- The button 'Issue new shares' (I didn't had any) apparantly ascends\/resets your progress (not sure what the benefit is). I wasn't
asked if I was sure though, so I lost my 10 minute progress.
- HOW DO YOU EXIT THIS GAME? (beside ALT+F4)
- When the MAX buy multiplier is active the amounts do not reflects what you actually pay for it. (e.g. you have $1000, cost
says $100, click button, actually costs: 987)
- Can't change my company name?
- Can't change currency
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- I got 8x 4GH core, this game uses a steady 40% CPU and 55% GPU, WTF?

Pros:
- Still searching for them. GAME COMPLETED
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Amazing puzzle game. It's well worth the price :). Want to like this game. Really want to like this game. Sadly boring after the
first few levels. It's a well-made game, Just very little content.. the #1 indie game of the century hands down. nominated for
GOTY 2018. Very good, but too short ... Still recommend.. Well, just started playing it.
The controls were a bit strange to start... I couldn't figure out how to keep moving. I was holding the controller in the direction I
wanted to go... then finally discovered that you have to keep constantly pressing the direction you want to go when you start to
slow down on your board... which is a bit odd for a twin-stick game.

Then I can't figure out why sometimes I am getting hit by the lines going around the screen. I don't know what is setting them
off to be dangerous to the character. Most of the time they don't do anything but sometimes they hurt you and I'm not sure what
causes that.

Anyways, once you get the hang of those controls it is a decent game, since I only paid 92 cents, can't complain!. possibly the
best indie game I have played in a while. I reccomend having the game muted if anybody is playing as the Asian woman. She's
THE MOST annoying character in any game ever, without question.. I like this, simple and good :D. A strange game to play
with headphones. It looks more like an experimental work than a game you should pay money for. The single objective of the
game is to collect 10 blue balls using your ears (when you come near a ball, you will ear a rising sound, and you orient yourself
depending on what you ear in your left or right ear). The concept idea is interesting but could be developed in something more
than what is offered here. After finding 5 balls, you have seen all of what the game has to offer. For a walking simulator, I was
hoping for more variety and things to discover, but it is mostly just rocks and trees everywhere.
I also did not really get the ending. I was not sure if it was a joke, or if the game was seriously expecting the player to pay
attention to different shades of blue.

In all, it is an interesting idea for a game, but it could be more developed.
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